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Overview: Mechanisms – Wheels and Axles 
Design, make and evaluate a wheeled vehicle 

Key End Points: By the end of this unit children will be able 
to:  
- Know what an axle is  
- Know the difference between a fixed and a free moving 
axle 
- can create a working axle 

Links to 
other 
learning:  
Maths: 
measurements 
Art: range of 
mediums 

Relevant Prior 
Learning: 
- Experience of using 
wheeled vehicles 

Future Learning: 
- mechanisms 
taught in every year 
group. Y3 – levers 
and linkages 

High Quality 
Text: 
‘The Story of the 
Easter Bunny’ 
Katherine Tegen 
 

Risk Assessment:  
- Dowels may need sawing – teacher to risk assess if this should be 
done by adults. See DT lead to ensure know how to use a bench 
hook and saw correctly 
- Take care when putting holes through a box see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsordXVQUq0 
 

Teacher CPD: Please read the DATA 
project on a page sheets attached at the 
end of this plan prior to teaching.  

Learning Intention Lesson Outline (Key Questions in colour) Resources Vocabulary Lowest 20% 
Adaptations 

I know what an axle 
is 

This is a DT lesson. In DT we design and make to solve problems.  
This week our job is to help the easter bunny and we are going to design, make and evaluate a wheeled 
vehicle – but who is our user? Who will the vehicle be for? Read ‘The Story of the Easter Bunny’ by 
Katherine Tegen to the class. Look at illustration on the front cover (and any on the inside) and point out 
the Easter Bunny’s cart – their cart is broken and they need your help to make a new Easter cart. To help 
us, we are going to investigate some wheeled vehicles. What is a vehicle? Something used for moving 
people or objects. Give children two minutes to try and think of as many vehicles as possible e.g. car, train, 
bus, pram, wheelchair, helicopter, trolley, boat, aeroplane or go around class and see if each child can give 
a different vehicle without repeating a already given answer. We are going to take a closer look at 
wheeled vehicles today – vehicles that have wheels. 
Investigative and Evaluative Activities (IEAs) 
• Explore and evaluate a range of wheeled products such as toys and everyday objects. Through 
questioning, direct children’s observations e.g. the number, size, position of wheels. How do you think the 
wheels move? How do you think the wheels are fixed on? Why do you think the product has this number 
of wheels? Why do you think the wheels are round? 
We need some more information to make sure we are using the correct vocabulary. We are going to learn 
how wheels work. Our key word for today is axle. An axle is a rod that allows wheels to move. What is an 
axle? A rod that makes wheels work. Repeat three times in different voices and throughout the lesson.  
Explain other vocabulary for children to use during discussion: 
Axle – a rod that allows wheels to move 
Body – the main part of the vehicle (that the chassis is attached to) 
Chassis – the frame that supports a vehicle (example here 
Wheel – a circular object that works with an axle to move 
Axle holder – the part of the chassis that an axle fits through 
Encourage children to look again at the wheeled toys using the vocabulary above and locating the parts  

Range of toy wheeled 
vehicles 
 

This image printed to 
go in each child’s book 
to label 
 
books 

Axle 
Axle holder 
Wheel 
Chassis 
Body 
Vehicle 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsordXVQUq0


 
• Display the image on the left and label together as a class using the vocabulary as above  

                      
• In books, children label the picture on the right using the words: axle, body, chassis, wheel, axle holder: 
          
• Walk around the school building and grounds, recording how wheels and axles are used in daily life. 
 
Exit Pass: Children record design brief in books (product, user, purpose) e.g.  I am making a wheeled 
vehicle/cart for the easter bunny to carry eggs. 

I can make a working 
axle. 
 
I can explain if an 
axle is loose or free 

This is a DT lesson. In DT we design and make to solve problems.  
Recap on prior learning: What is an axle? A rod that makes wheels work. Discuss what these words mean: 
Body, Chassis, Wheel, Axle holder 
Focused Tasks (FTs) 
There are two main types of Axle: fixed axle and free axle – add to learning wall. Demonstrate to children 
how wheels and axles may be assembled as either fixed axles or free axles. A fixed axle is when the axle is 
fixed and does not spin. Demonstrate this by creating a real version of a fixed axle in front of the children, 
thinking aloud and explaining as you go. This dowel is my axle.  I am taping a dowel rod to the bottom of 
a box. This means the rod/axle will not spin. If the axle will not spin, we need to make sure the wheels do 
spin – this means the hole in the middle of the wheel needs to be bigger than the axle. Show cotton reels 
fit easily on to a dowel rod and spin easily. I now need to stop the wheels coming off the axle – use either 
balls of blue tack, rubber bands or wrapping tape around the axle. Let’s test to see if my fixed axle works… 
does it move along the floor? 
I am now going to show you a free axle. I need the axle to spin so I need the hole that it goes through to 
be bigger than the axle. Use either a wide paper/plastic straw or clothes peg taped to the bottom of the 
box (see CPD sheet at end of MTP) ensuring this is wider than the dowel. This is the axle holder – it is 
wider than the axle so the axle will spin. Put the dowel in and show the axle spinning. Because the axle 
spins, I need to make sure the wheels are fixed on to the axel and they don’t spin (we don’t want the 
wheels and the axle to both spin), a wooden wheel would be a tight fit on to the dowel axle. Test to check 
it works 
• Revisit vehicle and toys from yesterday’s lesson – sort items into fixed and free axles 
• Using samples of materials and components they will use when designing and making, ask the children to 
assemble some examples of free and fixed axles 
Encourage discussion – is it working? If not, why not? By the end of the lesson each child need to be able 
to make a working axle and identify if it is a fixed or free axle. Photograph the children’s working models 
In books children record which type of axle they wish to use in their books and explain why.  
 

Toy wheeled vehicles 
from yesterday 
Wooden wheels 
Card wheels 
Cotton reels 
Dowel 
Straws 
Spring clothes pegs 
Card board 
Blue tack 
Pritt stick 
Sellotape 
Masking tape 
Carboard boxes/junk 
boxes 

Fixed axle 
Free axle 
Axle 
Axle holder 
Spin 
rotate 

Scribe for 
children who find 
writing difficult 
 
Physical support 
for children who 
struggle with fine 
motor skills 



I can design my 
product 

This is a DT lesson. In DT we design and make to solve problems.  
Recap on prior learning: What is an axle? A rod that makes wheels work. Discuss what these words mean: 
Body, Chassis, Wheel, Axle holder. What is our design brief? What is the product, who is the user, what is 
the purpose? 
• Ask children to generate, develop and communicate their ideas as appropriate through talk and drawing. 
Talk about, evaluate and share ideas with other children/adults. Children draw their product design. 
Encourage children to draw the vehicle as a whole and then a more detailed drawing of the axle and how 
it will work. Children label drawings. (demonstrate the two different drawing in the board if clarification is 
needed). Why do we draw our design and not just write about what we want our design to look like? 
Encourage children to talk about what they will need and record in books 
• Discuss how the children might add finishing techniques to their product e.g. paint, glitter, pictures of 
easter eggs, felt tips, fabric, pom poms, chocolate wrappers. Children record finishing techniques in books. 

Books Design 
Draw 
Finishing techniques 

 

I can make my 
product following my 
design 

This is a DT lesson. In DT we design and make to solve 
problems.  
Today we are gong to manufacture  our product. This means 
we are going to make it. Children make their product 
according to their design (have designs out for children to 
refer to). 
 Should you follow your design? What is something does not 
work? Would you still follow your plan? Explain that children 
should follow their plan, however if something does not work 
then they should make changes as they go. They can record 
this at the end in their evaluation. This activity may span 
more than one afternoon – ensure the children have enough 
time to complete this activity and they are not rushed. 
Photograph each individual product close up to go in books 

Wooden wheels 
Card wheels 
Cotton reels 

Dowel 
Straws 

Spring clothes pegs 
Card board 

Blue tack 
Pritt stick 
Sellotape 

Masking tape 
Carboard boxes/junk boxes  

Items for various finishing techniques as planned by children e.g. 
paint, glitter, pom poms, chocolate wrappers 

Manufacture 
Make 
product 
 

 

I can test and 
evaluate my product 

This is a DT lesson. In DT we design and make to solve problems.  
Today we are going to test our products. There are two things we need to do to test it: 

1) Make sure the axle and wheels work 
2) Make sure it carries Easter eggs 

Children test if the vehicle moves and if the axles and wheels work effectively. Give out chocolate eggs and 
test to see if they stay in the vehicle. In DT we design and make to solve problems. To make sure we solve 
problems in the best way we evaluate our work to say what went well and what could be even better. 
Encourage discussion and recording of the following questions giving explanations using the word because: 
Did you use fixed or free axles? 
Do the wheels and axles work? 
Does the vehicle carry eggs? 
Does the product look like your design? 
Do you like the finishing technique? 
What is the best thing about your product? 
What would you change? 
What was the most difficult part? 
What would you score your product out of 5? 

 Evaluate  

 



 
 



 


